Ultimate Terrain Europe Patch From Version 1.1 To Version 1.11
Description
The UEurPatchV111.exe patch application will update your current version of Ultimate Terrain Europe
from version 1.1 to version 1.11.
You must have version 1.1 of UT Europe installed before running the patch. The patch will fail if version
1.1 is not detected.

Issues Addressed In Version 1.11
This patch only makes a very small change to the “Ultimate Terrain Europe Setup and Configuration
Tool”. The change was necessary to fix out-of-memory situations that may appear under the following
conditions:
•
•
•

The user has the “Add Industrial/Commercial Landclass” feature turned on.
And, the user is flying with sophisticated aircraft packages that have a high memory usage.
And, the user is making long distance flights across Europe.

Preliminary Tasks
There are no preliminary tasks necessary with this patch. No scenery files are updated.

Patch Installation
Download the UtEurPatchV111.exe file and execute it.
The patch utility will try and read the correct FS9.EXE install location from the registry. If this location can
not be read, or if you have installed FS2004 to different location, you must locate it yourself within the
patch program. In nearly all cases, the location of the FS9.EXE file will be read correctly from the
registry. The exception will be those users that have manually moved FS2004 from it's original
installation location.
The patch utility will then verify that the patch can be installed. If so, then you will be prompted to
continue.
This is a small patch, which should run pretty quickly.

Patch Problems
This type of patch process has been 100% effective as long as the expected FS9/UT Europe
environments are present as expected. The exceptions are as follows:
•
•

The patch will fail if version 1.1 of Ultimate Terrain is not installed.
The patch will fail if the wrong path to FS9 is located.

